. Residuals of multi-species fits to titration data under assay conditions. . Again, the first SVD state accounts for the overall increase in scattering intensity. The coefficients for the second to fourth states display changes in sign and/or slope with respect to [CFeSP] and thus accounts for changes in shape due to changes in the distribution of species. Higher order SVD states display coefficients with no apparent correlation to [CFeSP] . Figure S4 . Additional multi-species fitting to scattering data obtained in the titration of CFeSP (0-150 µM) into MeTr homodimer (fixed at 50 µM) under assay conditions. Profile colors range from red to violet (bottom to top) and indicate increasing CFeSP concentrations. Multi-species fits (shown in black) and corresponding √χ 2 values were obtained with the program OLIGOMER. 2 (A) An example of fitting an incorrect combination of species (free MeTr, free CFeSP, and the 2:1 complex). While the fits may not appear poor by eye, the apparent volume fractions display trends that are far from physically reasonable. For example, CFeSP should not be observed in large excess below the equimolar point (dotted line). (B) Fitting free MeTr, free CFeSP, the 1:1 complex, and the 2:1 complex yield similar results to that obtained without the 2:1 complex, suggesting that the 2:1 complex is not a significant species under these conditions.
